
 

 

Jerome Richardson 

Midnight Oil 

(Prestige) 

Midnight Oil 

 

Jerome Richardson, flute & tenor sax; Jimmy Cleveland, trombone;  
Hank Jones, piano; Kenny Burrell, guitar; Joe Benjamin, bass; Charlie Persip, drums. 

1. Minorally (J. Richardson) 6:55 

2. Way In Blues (J. Richardson) 5:08 

3. Delerious Trimmings (J. Richardson) 5:17 

4. Caravan (Ellington--Tizol) 10:45 

5. Lyric (Artie Shaw) 7:18 

Produced by ESMOND EDWARDS 

Cover Photo by BEN ROBLES 

Recording by RUDY VAN GELDER 

Recorded on October 10, 1958 

 

The title Midnight Oil applies to two aspects of this album; its preparation and its results. The 
latter is that, in the main, the end product of the actual session is jazz music of a late-hour, 
mood variety; the connection with the former is the signification of Jerome Richardson's 
burning of the proverbial witching-hour fuel in completing the written portion of the date. 

The session begins with "Minorally" which, as its title indicates, is in a minor groove. The 
comfortably swinging tempo is a cushion for Jerome (on tenor), Kenny Burrell and Jimmy 
Cleveland. After Richardson and Charlie Persip exchange thoughts, the theme is re-
stated. Hank Jones has a bit in the bridge on this last one. 

"Way In Blues" has a pastoral beginning and a Panish, Puckish blues theme. solos are by 
Jones, Burrell, Richardson (flute) and Cleveland. 

Jerome has written an attractive line in "Delerious Trimmings" and voiced it in an interesting 
manner. He plays alto flute here; Kenny, Jimmy and Hank follow. 

Side two is devoted to the music of other composers. Juan Tizol's "Caravan" finds the others 
backing Jerome's fluted theme statement with varied rhythmic motifs. Interludes are also 
imployed. Cleveland uses 4/4 to swing against on the bridge but it is not until the regular 
chain of solos begin that it returns. Persip has a thoughtful solo on this one. 
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Artie Shaw's "Lyric" is a happy tune, one that makes you hum it to yourself in unguarded 
moments. Hank had played it with Shaw's Gramercy Five and taught it to Jerome at 
Minton's. Jerome is on flute again. "Cleve" drops out and Hank, understandably, takes a 
gorgeous solo. 

Bringing these musicians together to play these tunes did not produce the "greatest album of 
the year" but what it did accomplish is a thoughtful set that becomes more listenable as you 
play it. That is something to be said for any album in this day and age. 

--IRA GITLER, from the liner notes. 
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Jerome Richardson 

 

"Jerome is one of the ablest multi-instrument men in the business. He's a 

prime choice for record dates, pit bands and big band work." 

--Jack Maher 

 

Jerome Richardson is now, and has been since 1954, a resident New Yorker but his point 
of origin was on the other side of the North American continent--Oakland, California, to be 
exact. 

Jerome started on alto saxophone at the age of eight. In his teens Benny Carter, Johnny 
Hodges and Willie Smith were his ideals. Through local musicians, Ben Watkins and Wilbert 
Baranco, he became a professional at the age of fourteen and worked with Bay Area bands 
until 1941, during which time he also studied music at San Francisco State College. The 
flute was added to his working equipment in 1940. Both this and his alto sax were used to 
advantage in a Navy band, under the direction of Marshall Royal, at St. Mary's Pre-Flight 
from 1942 to 1945. 



Jerome's first "name" job was with Lionel Hampton from 1949 to 1951; his first recorded flute 
solo was on Hamp's version of Quincy Jones' "Kingfish." At the end of 1951, he took up the 
tenor saxophone and for the next year and part of 1953 headed his own combo (among its 
members was George Morrow, heard on bass with Max Roach in the mid-fifties) in San 
Francisco. Then he joined Earl Hines' small band, which included Dicky Wells on trombone, 
for a year on the road, leaving him in 1954 and coming to New York. 

Richardson was heard at the Cafe Bohemia in the summer of 1955 with Oscar Pettiford's 
group. Starting in October of that year, Jerome fronted his own quartet at Minton's with a 
very fine rhythm section of Hank Jones, Wendell Marshall and Shadow Wilson. In December 
he started working in the pit orchestra at the Roxy and doubled between the club and that 
theater. The job at Minton's ended on January 1, 1956 but Jerome stayed on at the Roxy 
until February of 1958. Later in '58, he was in the studio band for the TV version of The Hit 
Parade. 

While he was at the Roxy and in TV, Jerome kept his jazz muscles toned by recording and 
appearing with many different bands at New York's jazz spots. When Buddy Collette was 
unable to come east with Chico Hamilton, Jerome replaced him for the quintet's Basin Street 
appearance in May of 1956. Subsequently he was heard with Oscar Pettiford's orchestra 
and, at various times, as a replacement in the big bands of Johnny Richards, Manny Albam, 
and Dizzy Gillespie. 

Tenor sax and flute have been the focal instruments in his jazz work but he also played a 
convincing baritone sax at the 1958 Great South Bay Jazz Festival and at years end, 1958, 
he helped augment Gerry Mulligan's quartet with his alto sax and alto flute in concert and TV 
presentations of the music from I Want To Live. 

All of this sounds like he has been a busy guy--and he has. When you take into 
consideration that he also plays clarinet and piccolo with the same professional skill that he 
brings to the instruments mentioned earlier, you can see why he is in demand. 

--IRA GITLER, from the liner notes, 
Midnight Oil, 1958, Prestige. 
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